
Brand Trust in the News: May 27 – June 3 

Apple Sued for Selling User Data 
May 29, 2019 –A new lawsuit pertaining to customer data being sold to third parties has been filed 
against Apple, highlighting the need for decentralized blockchain technology. 

According to the lawsuit, Apple is in violation of state privacy laws by selling its customers’ iTunes and 
Apple Music listening data to third parties. In turn, the third parties allegedly match the data they 
acquire from Apple to other sensitive information gathered about iTunes customers from other sources. 
They then resell the information in the open market — without providing any prior notice. Read more in 
be in Crypto.   

 

Here’s How Much Airbnb Is Lowering Hotel Prices and 
Occupancy 
May 29, 2019 – Airbnb has grown exponentially since its founding in 2008, and it’s expected to soon go 
public in an initial public offering that would rank it among the world’s most valuable hotel companies. 
In fact, U.S. consumers spent more money on Airbnb last year than they did on Hilton and its 
subsidiaries, the second-biggest hotel chain in the world, which was founded a century ago. As an expert 
in hospitality management, I was curious to know precisely how all this growth has affected the hotel 
industry—and just how scared hotels should be. Read more in City Lab.  

 

The North Face Scheme Manipulated Wikipedia, Image 
Ranking At Cost of Consumer Trust 
May 30, 2019 – The North Face is apologizing for a campaign, called ‘Top of Images’ project, in which the 
company’s Brazilian division manipulated North Face’s search engine optimization (SEO) rankings on 
Google via a Wikipedia hack that went unnoticed until reported by Ad Age.  

As part of the campaign, VF Corporation-owned The North Face used photos of travelers clad in North 
Face to update the Wikipedia pages of famous global destinations such as Peru’s Huayna Picchu, 
Scotland’s Cuillin and Brazil’s Guarita State Park. The stunt catapulted the images that North Face 
planted to the top of Google Image search results for those locations. Read more in a.list Daily.   

 

https://beincrypto.com/apple-sued-for-selling-user-data-highlighting-need-for-decentralized-blockchain-solutions/
https://www.citylab.com/life/2019/05/heres-how-much-airbnb-is-lowering-hotel-prices-and-occupancy/590485/
https://www.alistdaily.com/lifestyle/google-north-face-wikipedia/


Tourist trap: hike in scammers targeting those planning 
holidays 
 
May 31, 2019 - Tourist traps aren't limited to uninteresting landmarks and overrated restaurants, as 
scammers are also trapping tourists looking for their holidays deals online. Kaspersky Lab researchers 
tracking malicious spammers and phishers recorded over 8,000 phishing attacks and bogus email blasts 
in May alone. 
 
The cybersecurity firm's findings show that the email content are often disguised as offers from popular 
lodging platforms, appearing to come from a legitimate travel brand. Kaspersky Lab security researcher 
Andrey Kostin says late spring and early summer are a popular time for scammers, as they exploit 
people looking for a bargain or a last minute holiday booking. Read more in The Star.  
 

Kuo: Brand trust is Huawei’s big issue after trade ban, 
Samsung ‘primary beneficiary’ 
 
June 1, 2019 – Two weeks after being placed on an export backlist that resulted in Google and other 
tech companies ceasing relations, the business impact on Huawei is somewhat clearer. An analyst report 
today look at how the U.S. trade ban will affect smartphone shipments and the competitive market. 
 
Ming-Chi Kuo of TF International Securities has a reliable supply chain track record that often details 
new Apple and Samsung devices ahead of time. A “Critical issues and scenario analysis” was released 
today and based on discussions with investors over the past two weeks. Read more on 9to5google.com.  
 

https://www.thestar.com.my/tech/tech-news/2019/05/31/hike-in-scammers-targeting-holiday-goers/
https://9to5google.com/2019/06/01/huawei-trade-ban-impact-samsung/
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